Abstract with periodic 4) satisfying 4o(J,0+27r)= 40(j,O0).
energy Eo and angular velocity wo, the azimuthal position is 4 = 0 -wot and the energy is e=E-Eo. Assuming the energy Eo to be large compared to the rest mass, the equations of motion describing the synchrotron oscillations are:2
To describe the effect of the induced potential, we introduce the distribution *(p,4),t), normalized to the total number N of particles in the ring, f dpd4 *(p,4),t) = Ne I (7) and the line charge density X(4),t) = fdp*(p,4X,t) . (8) Our goal is to determine the conditions required for the line charge density to exhibit a coherent oscillation with frequency Q, i.e. X(4),t) = po (4) + p(4))exp(-ift), (9) corresponding to an induced potential of the form Vi(), t) = V (4)) + Vi(4))exp(-ift). We shall ignore the time independent potential well distortion, VO(4)), and concentrate our attention upon the coherent term, which is related to the ring impedance Zn(w) and the Fourier transform of the perturbed line charge density Pn by vi( = -w E Pn Zn(nw0+Q)exp(in4)). 
Here, e is the particle's electric charge, a the momentum compaction, VRF(O) the RF potential, and ViO(4,t) the induced potential resulting from the impedance of the ring.
In the absence of the induced potential, the equations of motion are derived from the Hamiltonian: Under the canonical transformation3 from p,4) to action-angle variables J,e, the element of phase space area is invariant, dpd4) = dJde, and the transformed Hamiltonian is a function only of the action variable (11), having the form,4
and we shall assume the equilibrium distribution 4)(J) to be Maxwell-Boltzmann:5 
The constant A in Eq. (14) is determined from the normalization condition of Eq. (7).
To proceed we now insert Eqs. (12) and (13) (27) When the bunch length is short compared to the circumference of the ring, L<<1, we find (23) This expansion is useful when one synchrotron mode dominates, however, when many synchrotron modes contribute the representation of Eq. (21) is preferrable.
Microwave Instability
We can now extend Wang and Pellegrini' s1 treatment of the microwave instability to a Non-Gaussian bunch interacting with a non-harmonic RF potential. The microwave instability is characterized by coherent modes with growth rates large compared to the po(4)c exp(-Uo(p)/a ), and an increase of the rms bunch length. Hence, the use of the Landau cavity reduces the peak current and allows the threshold (expressed in terms of average current) of the microwave instability to be increased. Also, because of the nonlinear restoring force, the Landau cavity produces a large spread of synchrotron oscillation frequencies within the bunch. This provides stability, via Landau damping, against coupled bunch instabilities.
Neglecting the effect of the ring's impedance, the synchrotron oscillations in the presence of the 
The neglect in Eq. (32) of synchrotron modes with 1>i is justified due to the rapid decrease of b. or increasing p. In the case of M equally spaced bunches each containing N/M particles, we define the effective impedance Zeff(0) corresponding to fixed multibunch mode number s = 0,1,2...,M-1 by Zeff(0) = InZ(nuo+2), where the sum is restricted to n = Mj+s (with j integer), and we consider the sum to be cut off at n -1/L. The average current in the ring is denoted Iav = Newo/2ff. In Fig. 1 , we plot Im G(q) against ReG(q) at threshold (Imq = 0+) and above (Imq = 0.1). 
